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The planning area is situated close to the historic centre of Lviv.
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Our vision for the area is based on the current isolated character
of the railway district within the city context. Apart from a very
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dominant street axis there is hardly any connection between the
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intervention

surrounding neighbourhood and the planning zone. Travellers

arriving and departing from the international railway station only
pass through the area because of the lack of infrastructure for
travellers and quality public space.
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We want to integrate the area into the city context of lviv and

abolish the isolated character that it currently has. With the use
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of structural action [physical interventions] such as

creating a working transport scheme and removing superficial
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We challenged ourselves to create an urban development where
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building structures and an erratic mixture of different functions.
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step 01

interaction

barriers we want to break up the isolation of the area. However,

main coverage of the area

also to human aspects. Travelling is by nature characterised as a

service road

for us integration does not only refer to structural measures but

collector

hectic flowing motion, however, we wish to create public spaces

main pathways

[travellers] can mingle
with people from lviv [residents]. these places [interaction
area] are situated at the intersections of the main movement
flows [main paths] and provide one dimensional spaces such
as pathways [side by side], two dimensional places such as a
grand stand [shared] or three dimensional structures such as a
youth centre [hand in hand].

where people from all over the world
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building height: max. 16 m
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